Application
Because of the wide range of equipment options available for the Blue Bird Vision, most of the Body Electrical Schematics are very equipment-specific. The applicability of a particular drawing to your bus may not be fully discernable from the drawing title alone. Where necessary, the drawings contain notes pertaining to details of applicability. These notes are generally located toward the lower right of the drawing. Be sure to read these notes carefully to ensure you are viewing a drawing appropriate to the options installed on your particular bus.

Navigation
The Body Electrical Schematics are organized by general category. The content listings shown in the Bookmarks panel at the left are clickable links to the individual drawings. The Bookmark panel may be widened or narrowed by dragging its right edge left or right. Subject group headings are italicised and display a + sign. Clicking the + sign will expand the heading to display the individual drawings.

Each drawing file in the Body Electrical Schematics group contains this same set of Bookmarks, making it simple to jump between individual drawings. Each drawing document which is part of a subject group opens with its group already expanded. To return to a previously viewed page, you may also use Adobe Reader’s built-in forward/backward buttons at the bottom of the screen.

Some schematics consist of two or more sheets, as indicated by the “Sheet N of N” labels at the bottom of the pages. Use Adobe Reader’s Next/Previous page arrows at the bottom of the screen to page between sheets of a drawing.

Viewing
Electrical schematics are often quite large and detailed drawings. The following tips for using Adobe Reader’s built-in pan and zoom tools will help make using this resource quick and easy.

Panning.
The default tool selected when you launch Adobe Reader is the Hand Tool. Whenever zoomed in so that less than the whole page is visible, dragging the Hand Tool anywhere on the page allows you to pan the page within the viewing window. This is usually quicker and easier than using the horizontal and vertical scroll bars.

Zooming.
The zoom tools are selectable from the toolbar at the top of the screen. However, taking a few moments to familiarize yourself with a simple keyboard shortcut will make your navigation of a complex schematic much easier: With the Hand Tool selected, pressing Ctrl, the Spacebar, and Shift momentarily invokes the Dynamic Zoom Tool. This lets you zoom in or out by dragging up or down anywhere on the page. Releasing the keys restores the Hand Tool, allowing you pan.